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ROCK

In the pits
with punks
I am'standing in a narrow,
dirty pit, littered with old film
cannisters and empty beer cans,
in the company of seven rock'n'roll photographers, all exuding
carefully practiced nonchalance.
In front of us, at nose level, is
the vast stage of the Rainbow
Theater—Mount Olympus of
modern music gods. Behind us is
a low wall, and behind that, 400
paid-up members of the rising
generation, dressed to the pins
in regal punk gear, come to laud
London's first "major venue"
punk-rock evening.
On the punks' side of the wall
.is a line of arm-linked security
guards, wearing T-shirts marked
"Artists Services." Even by the
over-the-top security standards of
such occasions, these are something special. Everyone of them
could kick-start a jumbo jet.
The first of the night's five
groups take to the stage, and large
sections of the audience take to
the outside. The lensperson clique
decides to sit out this and the next
two acts, passing up the opportunity to photograph a group called
the Buzzcocks. (This proves to be
an error, for thgy.are on their way
to better jhtfrTaverage success.)

stage, we compare notes: "What
were you shooting at?... A 60th
at 3/5?...Yeah, that's about
right."
The security guards reform
ranks while the roadies rearrange
the stage.
Then the houselights go down.
The stage spots throw a discowarmth over the area, heralding
the entrance of London's premier punks, the Clash. The crowd
surges forward, almost toppling
the security guards onto our
heads. The music begins.
The Clash have put new meaning into the term "motor-driven."
They play a live set that stretches
toward a half hour while we stand
on each other's shoes, straining
for the one, classic, forever gold
shot. ^
Then the first seat cushion
comes flying stageward. Plugging
themselves in, the security guards
surge forward to flatten the first
two rows of punks, only to be
met by a countersurge too powerful for the men from Artists
Services. A few of them jump/

A bove: Joe Strummer, lead guitarist of the Clash.
to tell each other "what actually their fans for the evening's brouhappened."
haha. Liberals with shaggy beards
"Fleet Street" dashes away to will theorize about the "deeper
file their "hold-the-front-page" causes"—dole/queue frustrascoop. The rest of us head for a tion, lives without hope, etc. etc.
fast hamburger at MacDonalds, Nothing changes—except the ratwith the neon lighting and the ings.
—Keith Bernstein
plastic plants.
Keith Bernstein is a writer/phoNext morning the popular tographer who has lived through
press will castigate the Clash and the above.
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Right:
The Jam
In the backstage Artists Bar,
we sit and regale each other with
tales from the rock'n'roll photographers' horror catalogue ("...
the time I was flattened by freshout-of-school girls running down
a corridor in pursuit of David
Cassidy..." etc.) until the theater's management comes to tell
us that one of the major attractions is about to go on.
It's about 9:15 as we climb back
into our pit through a doorway
designed for Tom Thumb's little
brother. The security guards are
now two-deep, wall-to-wall
Schwarzneggers. The crowd is
SRO. The photographers* contingent has grown to 12, several
wearing overcoats and ironed
trousers. ("Fleet Street" we say
to each other and roll our eyes.)
Three likely lookers, the Jam,
take to the stage in off-the-peg,
funeral black suits and white shirts
and play a short, hammer-powerful set. (Next time they appear in
London it will be as headliners to
their own sell-out concert.)
In fhci hilt after thev leave the

not frighten easily. We are a tough
lot, with editors relying on us,
press dates and deadlines to meet
and a moral responsibility to get
on with the job. But as one we fall
through the small doorway into
the sanctuary under the stage,
pausing there only long enough

topple over the wall and into our
pit. One asks me to look after
his jersey before he climbs back
over the wall.
Through the mayhem that follows—at times in tune with it—
the decibel-driven heroes play on
without missing a stroke.
A few punks break the security line, climb onto the low wall
and jump onstage. Mysterious
fellows dash from the wings to
escort them away before they can KILL ME I'M ROTTEN
ery, and makes it clear he is willtouch their idols. The flow of By the Luchs Brothers
ing to return the favor: / hate me
cushions and other seating appen- (Retread Records)
and I hate you/Hate all my friends
dages is getting heavier.
and strangers too/Only one thing
Clash's lead singer Joe StrumPunk music contains so many left to do/ You kill me and I 'II kill
mer lifts a cushion above his head elements of self-parody—usually you/Kill me I'm rotten/I'm rotto announce that "we 'ere in Lon- intentional—that it makes a dif- ten and I hate you all, ett.
don have the pleasure of Capitol ficult target for satire. One can
This is musical nihilism taken
Radio twen'y-four hours a day. make fun of punk paraphernalia to its most satisfying conclusion.
Well, I fink it's a load of ____" and lifestyles, but in the music
The backup manages to sound
This causes a greater surge for- itself the humorist's work seems like punk while actually being a
ward. A few more guards topple already done for him. After the little more accomplished than the
over the wall and onto us. The Sex Pistols, what?
average New Wave band. The
crowd is now literally breathing
"Kill Me I'm Rotten," the drumming and the brief guitar
down our neck and/or misting up Luchs Brothers' pseudo-punk solo, in particular, stand up to reour lenses. Eventually a seat cush- single, provides an answer. In peated listenings.
On the flip side is an equally
ion hits one of us squarely in the the best Johnny Rotten foam-atLICENSED
UNZ.ORG
head.
the-mouth
fashion,TOthe
vocalist delightful (if totally unrelated)
PROHIBITED
number, "Losing My Lunch Over
Now rock ohotoeraohers ELECTRONIC
do demands toREPRODUCTION
be out out of his mis-

Records

You." What starts as a torchy
piano-lounge ballad ends up something from Munchkin Land.
According to their press-sheet,
the Luchs Brothers are "not a
punk group, but a three-brother
comedy act out of Wheaton
[III.]." If these two offerings are
any indication, they have some
very strange things up their sleeves.
("KillMe I'm Rotten" is available/or $2.00 post-paid from Retread Records, Inc., P.O. Box
282, Wheaton. IL 60187.)
—Bob Cranshaw
Bob Cranshaw is a free-lance
writer and insurance salesman
who does not wear a safety pin
through his nose.
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Okies:
still the
forgotten
minority
By David Lyon
Once upon a time, in the late 1930s,
California had an Okie problem. Dust
bowl refugees clogged ditchbanks and
creekbeds all along Highway 99, the northsouth truck artery. Tent cities mushroomed on the fringes of airports and
fairgrounds. Boxcars rocked with touslehaired, rough-drawling farm boys who
looked like young Henry Fondas. Communist agitators, like Pat Chambers,
fought dubious battles for the souls of
such people on the cotton plains near Fixley. The still night of the Salinas valley
was dotted with cam^fees as the migrants
waited for work that never came.
The war solved the Okie problem. The
shipyards of Richmond and San Pedro,
the arsenals and factories of Los Angeles
and San Diego pulled the Okies into the
American working class like magnets.
Okies joined the unions, bought homes,
and raised children who went to college.
Or did they?
According to official academic and bureaucratic lights, there are three minorities
in the California central valley today:
Mexican-Americans, blacks and Asians.
Attention directed at these groups, however, inevitably turns up another element:
a recalcitrant layer of poor whites—independent, proud, rootless and full of resentment over the degree of governmental attention, primarily through the schools,
that is directed at the recognized minorities.
The phenomenon exists all down the
valley, from Stockton to Bakerfield. It
swirls into raw conflict in many places. In
the oil town of Taft, poor whites are embattled over alleged favoritism granted
black athletes at a junior college. In towns
like Delano, Visalia and Merced, regular
schoolyard friction occurs between knots
of whites who stand around in big hats
sucking on straws alongside their street
rods and Mexicans whose emblems are
the joint and the low-rider.
The presence of large numbers of blacks
in a city like Stockton is a complicating
factor. This year one high school was
closed as a result of violence between Okies and Mexicans. Crisis-point violence
has been common at all the newly integrated high schools and middle schools.
A recent proposal for special courses in
Okie pride was rejected by the school
board. A teacher who supported similar
programs for blacks and Mexicans
summed up the board's position. "What's
wrong with these kids?" she complained
indignantly. "They're white, aren't they?"
they?"
Defiantly, the poor whites embrace the
term "Okie" as their legitimate cognomen. For many of them it is an excellent
fit, for they are indeed the sons and daugh-

ters of dust-bowl migrants who did not
disappear into the large cities but remained in the valley, never again owning
land or engaging in serious farming.
Many lived, and continue to live, off
the highway. They run garages, junkyards,
trucks and truck stops, auto machine
shops, and roadside grocery stores. They
are welders, crop-dusters, roustabouts
and casual laborers. They find their way
into canneries and marginal factories,
working for near or at the minimum wage.
The new Okies live on a periphery that
is as temporary now, with its little Shakerlike white houses and planted trailers, as it
was when they started here.
The Okies marry early, become grandparents in their middle 30s and tend to live
in extended families. A few have become
wealthy, trucking chickens, shuffling hay,
hauling tomatoes and sugar beets in long,
double-bottomed trucks, and these have

put their money, more often than not, into
race cars and swimming pools.
The car and its auxiliaries—CB radios,
hunting rifles and pick-ups—stand in relation to the modern Okies as buffalo did to
plains Indians. They, live off it, and have
built a culture around its multiple meanings.
Whole families sacrifice food and clothing so that some favored male can seek his
fortune on the mandala of the stock car
oval each Saturday night. Immense outpourings of dedication and skill go into
these ventures.
Young men sacrifice college and even
marriage for the elusive prospect of winning a big prize in a street rod national or
the drag races at Bakersfield, or even Pomona, down on the sinful side of the Tehachapi.
This winter Okies who worked at a lumber finishing mill in Stockton went on
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strike. For weeks they maintained a picket
of gaunt men collected around fires in
oil drums while the company, in the
throes of recession, cut back work with
equanimity, successfully sought injunctions and hired scabs with ruthless aplomb.
Finally, the national union, the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners,
sent their attorney to put the strike out
of its misery.
the Okies felt they had learned something during this strike, but nobody knew
quite what. There was no one to translate
the lessons for them.
They had felt a little modern industrial
solidarity to go with their deep traditional bonds, the values of close family,
craftmanship, and painful honesty. But
they still had no links to the greater world.
David Lyon teaches American Studies at
Raymond-Callison College, University of
the Pacific in Stockton.

